These six Devis are the six hand-maids or guardians of SRI DEVI so to
speak,and they are ever nearest to Her. They dwell surrounding the Bindu Pnha.
which is shining as million si* 's,and cool as a million moons.
BINDU PITHA itself is also known as
Sri Pitha
Maha Pitha
Vidya Pitha
Ananda Pitha
Here, Sri Devi Lalita rests on a cot represented by the five Lords in charge of
creation. The cot has four legs, each ten cubits long and three cubits thick.The four
legs represent the energies of the Trimurtis and Iswara.
One leg of the cot, of the colour of red Japa^flower and representing Brahma's
Energy faces S.E.
The second leg, of the colour of blue lotus represents Vishnu's Energy and
faces S.W.
The third leg, clear as crystal, represents Rudra's Energy and faces N.W.
The fourth leg of the colour of Karnikara represents Iswara's Energy and faces
N.E.
The top and bottom of the four legs are the shape of pillars while their middle
parts have the shapes of the above four different Lords of the worlds, decked with
ornaments and suitably armed and with eyes half closed in Dhyana of Sri Devi.
On top of the four legs of the cot is the plain surface representing Sadasiva's
Energy. This surface is of the colour of pomegranate and the bright aura extends
over an unlimited extent all around.
Starting from Angadevyantara and proceeding up to the surface of the cot of Sri
Devi Lalita, the entire place teems with clusters of chintamani gems arranged as
thirtysix steps leading to the cot of the divine couple Kamesvara and Kamesvari as
representing the
Thirty SixTattvas
In ascending order, these steps are:
1. Earth 2. Water 3. Fire 4. Air 5. Ether 6. Qandha 7. Rasa 8. Rupa
9. Sparsa lO.Sabdha -M.Upastha 12 Payu   13. Pada   14. Pani
15. Vaak 16. Ghrana 17. Jihwa    18. Chekshu 19. Twak 20. Srotra
21. Manas 22. Buddhi 23. Ahankara 24. Prakrit! 25. Purusha 26. Niyatih
27. Kalaa 28. Raaga 29. Kaala 30. Vidya 31. Maya 32. Iswara 33. Shuddha
VHva <u. ^aria Siva 35. ShaktifParaa) 36. Shiva(Paraa)

